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The NIMBLE NAVIGATOR'S GUIDE to PROTEST PREPARATION!!!          RALLY TIME!        
posted 2 days ago by ProgramNerd +20 / -0

The Nimble Navigator's Guide to Protest Preparation
(add to the list as you see fit, Mil/Survival pedes input especially wanted):

Download a map of DC ASAP

Navigating DC without a map (DL it anyways, but paper gets wet and phones die.)

Police Blockades in DC and how to go around them

Body camera! Trump says so. Catch the abuse they heap on us!
"Hey Siri, I'm getting pulled over" or "Hey Google, start recording." Or don't rely on cucked services that will be down/hard to use in the noise and prepare an old phone
before or specialized camera for "vlogging or lifelogging" (I saw $50 wearable cameras for longer-term filming) Train to quickly turn it on as soon as you see even a hint of
conflict. You're trying to catch the first blow

Other body cam tips: using "a fully charged old phone (with the recording time limit off) and an extra battery pack, a case, and some Velcro strips from walmart anyone can
rig something together. - User KAGMAGIC2020

Thinking 14 days in 0 degrees. basic cheap and achievable things on short notice.

Gear List! Bring multiple sets of gear to share:
No time or money for trail packs so cushion the straps of your basic school bags with towels and duct tape

FIRST AID KIT. Bring extras to share.
Only retards come without a first aid bag per person. True autists bring something like this too. MAKE EXTRAS TO SHARE!

Daily prescriptions for 14 days

Winter clothes (long underwear, thick socks, gloves)

Winter is a great reason to wear a hat, mask and scarf. Keep your face and ears warm. Fucks with the face recognition software too.

Tent

Sleeping Bag

Lightweight Pad

Portable toilet like this one made out of 5 gal bucket, bunch of trash bags, and a pool noodle

sanitation gear, hand sanitizer, etc.

heating pack, snap and warm style

flashlight + extra batteries

Trail mix and jerky

Water

matches/lighter

personal protective equipment such as hearing protection, mace and...

Ear protection from sound cannons a basic dispersal tool, practically guaranteed to show up
32db+ earplugs like these or over ear protection like firing ranges. The plugs are super cheap and you know autistic pedes will forget so BRING EXTRAS*

Paper and markers — some of the caravans are communicating on the road this way and if your phone dies, you’ll want to have at least one phone number written down

general protective equipment
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cloth towels

gas masks + extras to hand out, go wild.

high energy.

Self Defense Plans!
The Basics

The bigger your group the better, 3 people is the absolute minimum. keep a video on antifa and especially the police at all times. Keep someone with first aid training in each
group.

32db+ earplugs like these to protect from sound cannons and pass out to the patriots around you.

Extras

Skateboards double as a shield, umbrellas provide visual cover and defense against light objects like gravel.

Pouring water on tear gas canisters neutralizes them, particularly if you place a traffic cone over it first and
pour into the hole.
Gas masks should be legal in public and could never hurt to have around. Somebody has to put the cone on top.

Fireblankets, extinguishers for the obvious.

Pack full sets of gear for as many others as you can afford to transport. Unity wins. Worst case scenario is
that you double your supplies.
#The Nimble Navigator's Guide to Protest Preparation (add to the list as you see fit, Mil/Survival pedes input especially wanted): #[Download a map of DC ASAP]
(https://thedonald.win/p/11RNyBCHOH/download-a-dc-map-and-save-in-of/c/) #[Navigating DC without a map (DL it anyways, but paper gets wet and phones die.) ]
(https://thedonald.win/p/11RO2hcJfs/tips-for-navigating-washington-d/) #[Police Blockades in DC and how to go around them](https://thedonald.win/p/11RNfIYskD/map-
for-walking-into-dc-explanat/c/) #Body camera! Trump says so. Catch the abuse they heap on us! ***"Hey Siri, I'm getting pulled over" or "Hey Google, start
recording."*** Or don't rely on cucked services that will be down/hard to use in the noise and prepare an old phone before or specialized camera for "vlogging or
lifelogging" (I saw $50 wearable cameras for longer-term filming) ***Train to quickly turn it on as soon as you see even a hint of conflict. You're trying to catch the first
blow*** Other body cam tips: using "a fully charged old phone (with the recording time limit off) and an extra battery pack, a case, and some Velcro strips from walmart
anyone can rig something together. - User KAGMAGIC2020 Thinking 14 days in 0 degrees. basic cheap and achievable things on short notice. #Gear List! Bring multiple
sets of gear to share: No time or money for trail packs so cushion the straps of your basic school bags with towels and duct tape #FIRST AID KIT. Bring extras to share.
Only retards come without a first aid bag per person. True autists bring something like [this](https://warriorpublications.wordpress.com/2015/06/10/ifak-individual-first-aid-
kits/) too. MAKE EXTRAS TO SHARE! ***Daily prescriptions for 14 days*** Winter clothes (long underwear, thick socks, gloves) Winter is a great reason to wear a hat,
mask and scarf. Keep your face and ears warm. Fucks with the face recognition software too. Tent Sleeping Bag Lightweight Pad **[Portable toilet like this one]
(https://i.pinimg.com/originals/80/f5/b3/80f5b35e4c0e753d36c31543da33359a.png)** made out of 5 gal bucket, bunch of trash bags, and a pool noodle sanitation gear, hand
sanitizer, etc. heating pack, snap and warm style flashlight + extra batteries Trail mix and jerky Water matches/lighter personal protective equipment such as hearing
protection, mace and... #Ear protection from [sound cannons](https://pitchfork.com/thepitch/understanding-the-lrad-the-sound-cannon-police-are-using-at-protests-and-how-
to-protect-yourself-from-it/) a basic dispersal tool, practically guaranteed to show up **32db+ [earplugs like these](https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/company-us/all-3m-
products/where-to-buy/?
wtb=CCI&subId=us_cbg_default&SKU=CBGNAW011196>IN=00076308913601,00078371920777,00051141333519,00078371920500,00076308726485,00051141333533,
or over ear protection like firing ranges. The plugs are super cheap and you know autistic pedes will forget so BRING EXTRAS*** Paper and markers — some of the
caravans are communicating on the road this way and if your phone dies, you’ll want to have at least one phone number written down general protective equipment cloth
towels ***gas masks + extras to hand out, go wild.*** high energy. #Self Defense Plans! **The Basics** The bigger your group the better, 3 people is the absolute
minimum. keep a video on antifa and especially the police at all times. Keep someone with first aid training in each group. 32db+ [earplugs like these]
(https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/company-us/all-3m-products/where-to-buy/?
wtb=CCI&subId=us_cbg_default&SKU=CBGNAW011196>IN=00076308913601,00078371920777,00051141333519,00078371920500,00076308726485,00051141333533,
to protect from sound cannons and pass out to the patriots around you. **Extras** Skateboards double as a shield, umbrellas provide visual cover and defense against light
objects like gravel. #***Pouring water on tear gas canisters neutralizes them, particularly if you place a traffic cone over it first and pour into the hole.*** Gas masks should
be legal in public and could never hurt to have around. Somebody has to put the cone on top. Fireblankets, extinguishers for the obvious. #Pack full sets of gear for as many
others as you can afford to transport. Unity wins. Worst case scenario is that you double your supplies.
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sorted by: top
▲ 2 ▼
– Star28 2 points 2 days ago +2 / -0

Been prepping all day and yesterday as well thanks for the tips about the sound cannons, its easy to forget also dont forget TP and extra underwear and socks you may never
know. Also mind your pockets beware of any opportunist pickpocketers.
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▲ 0 ▼
– deleted  0 points 2 days ago +1 / -1
▲ 3 ▼
– ProgramNerd [S] 3 points 2 days ago +3 / -0

Everybody is making their own choices on that.

Goodbye new account with two comments.
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Legally:

D.C. vs Heller says they can't legally ban guns anyways. Unconstitutional order. "Police" enforcing unconstitutional orders will try and tell you that you can't have them in
certain areas because of a protest, so group up in the areas where you can.

No problems with law enforcement that way.

permalink parent save report block reply
▲ 2 ▼
– pedesRust  2 points 2 days ago +2 / -0

Exactly. That's what I was wondering. Thanks for pointing it out

Yeah I'm new, but I'm mostly a stalker. I admit I'm not as high energy as the posters here, I've been fed a diet of doompills since november, but seeing everyone so hype about
all the stuff that's going on is really energizing.

sorry if it came across as trolly, not the intention
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